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ABSTRACT This paper presents an Active Queue Management (AQM) algorithm for improving the Quality of Experience (QoE) of video telephony over packet switched networks. The algorithm exploits the characteristics of the video coding structure, and builds on the Controlled Delay (Codel) active queue management algorithm recently proposed by Nichols and Jacobson to address the prevalent ‘bufferbloat’ problem in the current Internet. The proposed algorithm, Loss Concentration based controlled Delay (LC-Codel), maintains low queuing delay which is essential for video telephony, while using loss concentration to improve video QoE. Simulation results show significant gains in QoE with negligible impact on cross traffic. Index Terms— QoE, AQM, routers, network, video telephony 1. INTRODUCTION There has recently been an increasing interest in seeking network-centric solutions for enhancing the QoE of video. Several methods have been proposed that are based on making the communication network aware of the importance of video packets, video encoding structure, etc. This paper explores a new approach for enhancing the QoE of video based on packet losses experienced by video flows. In video telephony, e.g., video chatting/calling, an IPPP video coding structure is generally used, where only the first frame is intra (I) coded and the rest of the frames are predictively (P) coded. The encoded video is typically delivered over a RTP/UDP protocol that does not guarantee delivery of each packet. The loss of a packet affects not only the frame that it is associated with, but also subsequent frames due to the predictive coding structure, which leads to error propagation. Missing packets at the video receiver are communicated to the sender by way of Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP) feedback, at which point the sender may use one of several wellknown mechanisms, such as inserting an I-frame, or reference picture selection (RPS), to stop error propagation. In this paper, we assume that the video sender inserts an I-frame upon



receiving RTCP feedback indicating a lost packet, though this method is applicable to RPS as well. Thus, the error propagation at the video receiver begins when the video decoder detects a packet loss, and extends for the time period until the decoder receives an intra frame refresh sent by the video sender. This time period is sometimes called RTCP feedback delay. Largely, contemporary video applications such as Apple’s FaceTime and WebRTC [1], freeze video frames on detecting a packet loss for the entire duration of RTCP feedback delay. In this paper, we take this approach and use ‘freezetime’ as a metric to evaluate the performance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the idea and motivation for loss concentration, and argues that loss concentration is the optimal way for enhancing video QoE based on the ‘freeze-time’ metric. We describe a simple method by which loss concentration scheme could be made fair to all users. In Section 3, the similarities and differences of the proposed LC-Codel with the baseline Codel are outlined and the LC-Codel algorithm for single congested router is described in detail. Section 4 describes the LC-Codel algorithm for multiple congested routers. Simulation results and discussions are provided in Section 5. Some practical aspects of the proposed algorithm are provided in Section 6. To help understand the LC-Codel algorithm, we include an example execution of the algorithm in the appendix. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. 2. LOSS CONCENTRATION To motivate the concept of loss concentration, consider, for example, a simple scenario where there are N video flows in a communication system that traverse a router. Assume that a congestion scenario at the router mandates it to drop N packets during a congestion period. The router could possibly drop packets randomly from any of the N video flows. For simplicity, assume that it ends up dropping a packet from every flow (call this scheme-A). This scheme would lead to error propagation in every flow, making the total freeze time N time units (assuming the RTCP feedback delay of a video flow is one time unit). Now, in scheme-B, let us suppose that the router can drop packets from specific flows in the event



of congestion. Again, for simplicity, assume that the router can confine all packet losses (of N packets) to one video flow. Figure 1 depicts this scenario, which shows the timelines when the first packet gets dropped and its corresponding intra-refresh packet (generated due to RTCP feedback resulting from the first packet loss) arrives. As shown, (N − 1) additional packets are dropped before the arrival of the intrarefresh packet. In scheme-B it is clear that the total freeze time is one time unit (i.e., N1 of scheme-A). So the basic idea of loss concentration is to confine packet losses to a video flow (or small subset of flows) within the RTCP feedback delay so that the total freeze time is significantly reduced, thereby improving QoE. In fact, loss concentration is optimal in general, as any deviation from it may result in an additional period of error propagation (and hence additional freeze time) per packet loss. Typically, the router is aware of the source and destination address of each packet that passes through it, and hence can drop packets from a specific flow (or subset of flows) in the event of congestion. In order to make the loss concentration scheme fair to all users, packets belonging to different users (or subsets of users) could be dropped during different congestion periods. Having motivated the basic idea of loss concentration, we next turn to how this can be realized in practice. x Intra refresh s corresponding to the first packet loss
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successive drops is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of packets that have been dropped up until that time instant. The interested reader is referred to [2] for more details on the Codel algorithm. 3.1. Codel and LC-Codel Codel primarily addresses congestion control for TCP flows. Codel dequeues a packet from the buffer and determines the sojourn time of the packet in determining whether or not to drop the packet. LC-Codel on the other hand addresses the problem when there is a mixture of TCP and real-time video flows. LCCodel treats TCP flows differently from video flows. For TCP flows, LC-Codel considers the sojourn time of the dequeued packet similar to Codel in dropping the packet. For video flows, LC-Codel enforces loss concentration (by considering the priority of the flow to which the video packet belongs to), in addition to considering the queuing delay created due to video flows in dropping the packet. While video packets could be dropped either before enqueuing or after dequeuing, we develop algorithms for the case when video packets are dropped before enqueuing. Using similar ideas, one can easily extend the algorithm for the case when video packets are to be dropped after dequeuing.
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3.2. LC-Codel algorithm with single congested router
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Fig. 1: Basic idea of Loss Concentration where all packet losses are confined to one video flow within the RTCP feedback delay. Packets marked ‘X’ are dropped.



3. LOSS CONCENTRATION BASED CODEL The proposed loss concentration based controlled delay (LCCodel) algorithm is based on the Controlled Delay algorithm (Codel) proposed by Nichols and Jacobson [2]. We very briefly review Codel and point out the main differences and similarities with LC-Codel. The inflation of buffer sizes due to availability of cheap memory together with increased traffic has lead to the ‘ bufferbloat’ problem - a phenomenon where buffer space is so large that buffer overflow induced packet loss is very rare, and buffer occupancy is persistently large due to the explosion in Internet traffic [3], [2]. This has lead to increased queuing delays experienced by packets. Codel dequeues a packet from the buffer and marks it, if the queuing delay exceeds a threshold. Not all marked packets are dropped, but some of the marked packets are dropped at specific time instants, with the time interval between successive drops decreasing with increasing backlog. Specifically, the time interval between



We now describe the LC-Codel algorithm for the case of congestion at a single router. There are two main aspects of LCCodel with respect to (i) how the losses are confined to specific flows to enforce loss concentration, and (ii) how packets are dropped to control the queuing delay, which are explained next. In the event of congestion, a flow (or a subset of flows) is de-prioritized and packets are dropped only from this flow (or flows), until a packet containing an intra-frame refresh is received. Once the packet containing an intra-frame is received, the router stops de-prioritizing this flow. Naturally, the router needs to be endowed with a mechanism for determining (1) whether or not the flow is de-prioritized, and (2) whether the received IP packet contains an intra refresh frame. To determine (1), the router maintains a state variable for every video flow that traverses it. For example, routerstate[j] ∈ {De-prioritized, non-Deprioritized} could denote the state for video flow j. To determine (2), the sender (video encoder) indicates this information by setting a bit, that is mutually agreed upon by the sender and the router, in the IP packet. For example, this bit could be a part of the IP options field. As the packet containing an intra-frame refresh will stop error propagation, this packet shall not be dropped. For simplicity, assume that at most one video flow can be de-prioritized at any instant. The algorithm would proceed as follows. To start with, all flows are in the non-De-prioritized



state. If the router needs to drop a packet and if there are no flows that are de-prioritized currently, the router drops this packet and de-prioritizes the flow that this packet belongs to. If more packets need to be dropped, it will be done only from this flow until the router encounters a packet that is part of the intra-frame refresh, at which point this flow is set back to the non-De-prioritized state. It is straightforward to extend this for the case when a subset of flows can be de-prioritized at any instant. It may be noted that the router can use the standard IP 5-tuple (source address, destination address, source port number, destination port number, and protocol number) to determine which flow the received IP video packet belongs to. LC-Codel deals with the mixture of video and TCP flows in controlling queuing delays. LC-Codel drops TCP packets after dequeuing, similar to Codel. However, LC-Codel does not drop a video packet after dequeuing, but instead increments the ‘deficit’ on the number of video packets that need to be dropped. Next, the ‘deficit’ number of incoming packets belonging to de-prioritized video flows are dropped before enqueuing. The algorithm is outlined in Figure 2 for the dequeuing operation and Figure 3 for the enqueuing operation, which are briefly explained next.



that represents the number of video packets to be dropped. In Figure 2 (and Figure 3), the determination of whether or not an IP packet belongs to a video flow can be made by by inspecting the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field as detailed in [4] or by deep packet inspection. In case of encrypted RTP packets (as in Secure Real Time Protocol [5]), it should be noted that the headers are not encrypted and hence, it is still possible to determine video packets by reading the payload type (PT) of the packet header.
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Fig. 3: LC-Codel enqueuing operation. ‘now’ denotes the current time. The circled numbers are used to explain the execution of algorithm in the appendix.
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Fig. 2: LC-Codel dequeuing operation LC-Codel’s dequeuing operation (depicted in Figure 2) is similar to Codel’s dequeuing operation, with the only exception in the way LC-Codel handles video packets. Codel does not distinguish video packets from the non-video packets when packets are dropped while dequeuing [3]. However, LC-Codel does not drop a packet if it belongs to a video flow while de-queuing, but instead increments the ‘deficit’ count. The amount of ‘deficit’, in a way, denotes the backlog of video packets that need to be dropped from video flows before these packets are enqueued at the buffer, so as to maintain the queuing delay. The primary reason for maintaining the ‘deficit’ count on video packets is to make sure that loss concentration is enforced by dropping ‘deficit’ amount of video packets from de-prioritized video flows, unlike dropping video packets from arbitrary video flows as in Codel. To summarize, LC-Codel’s dequeuing operation produces the ‘deficit’ count



We now turn to the LC-Codel’s enqueuing operation depicted in Figure 3. The primary goal of dropping video packets in the enqueuing operation is to null out the deficit that was created during the dequeuing operation. The key point is that the deficit is nulled out by de-prioritizing as few video flows as possible, so that losses can be confined only to those de-prioritized flows, thereby enforcing loss concentration. The basic idea in the enqueuing operation is to de-prioritize video flows more and more aggressively when a preset time duration has elapsed and the deficit has not yet been nulled out. For example, to begin with, only one video flow may be de-prioritized and if, after a preset time duration, the deficit is still non-zero, another new video flow may be de-prioritized, making the total number of de-prioritized video flows equal to two. As long as the deficit stays greater than zero for an extended period of time, additional video flows are de-prioritized (i.e., more aggressive de-prioritization). While it is important to note that the ‘deficit’ can be brought to zero faster by de-prioritizing more
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video flows, this would have a detrimental effect on the video quality. In Figure 3, ‘dp duration’ denotes the time duration between de-prioritizing new video flows. As can be seen, it decreases exponentially if the ‘deficit’ does not go to zero after sufficient time has elapsed. A deprioritization timer (dpt) keeps track of the time instants at which new video flows need to be deprioritized based on ‘dp duration’.
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4. EXTENSIONS TO MULTIPLE ROUTERS
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In the case of multiple routers, it is important that a router be able to pass the information on the flows that it de-prioritizes to the downstream routers. If this information were not passed to the downstream routers, the downstream routers would end up de-prioritizing new video flows (that were treated as non de-prioritized by the upstream routers), thereby inflicting packet losses to potentially all video flows in the system. The main idea in extending LC-Codel to the multiple bottleneck scenario is for the routers to mark a video packet by using a ‘deprioritized marker bit’ (for example, routers could use one bit of the IP options field) that is not dropped and which belongs to a de-prioritized flow. (It is to be emphasized that once the LC-Codel’s enqueuing operation nulls out the ‘deficit’ count, a video packet will not be dropped though it belongs to a deprioritized video flow). The downstream routers could identify the flow associated with the marked packet and de-prioritize this flow, thereby being able to confine packet losses to existing de-prioritized video flows. Marking the IP video packets by upstream routers to indicate association with a de-prioritized video flow is done during enqueuing. As video packets are dropped from existing deprioritized flows during enqueuing, the downstream routers would update the de-prioritization information (sent by the upstream routers) before packets are enqueued. The algorithm for the multiple router case is depicted in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Loss Concentration algorithm for the multiple routers scenario. The circled numbers are used to explain the execution of algorithm in the appendix. Serveri , i = 1, 2) is 5 ms, inter-router link delay (Router1 – Router2 ) is 5 ms, (VideoSenderi – Router1 , i = 1, 2 . . . 5) and (Router2 – VideoReceiverj , j = 1, 2 . . . 5) links have a delay of 10 ms. The parameter ‘x’ in Figure 3 (i.e, initialization of ‘dp duration’) is set to 100 ms and the rest of the parameters such as packet drop probabilities and delay parameters for LC-Codel are the same as in Codel [2].
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS
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Simulations were performed in OPNET to compare the performance of conventional Droptail (the most widely used queue management algorithm in the current Internet), baseline Codel [2] and the proposed LC-Codel by considering a simple dumbbell network topology which supports both single and double congested router cases, as shown in Figure 5. There are five video senders (VideoSenderi , i = 1, 2, . . . 5) transmitting video telephony traffic that passes through two routers (Router1 and Router2 ) to their respective receivers (VideoReceiveri , i = 1, 2, . . . 5). Further, there are two background TCP flows (Clienti –Serveri , i = 1, 2), one across each router, as shown in Figure 5 that runs FTP upload and download applications. All connected links in this topology are PPP SONET OC3 with capacity 148.81Mbps. The link delay for TCP links (Clienti – Routeri , and Routeri –
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Fig. 5: Dumbbell network topology with video traffic and background TCP traffic. The video senders transmits video sequences of 10-sec duration encoded in IPPP format at a rate of 30fps. For the single bottleneck scenario at Router1 , the simulation settings were as follows: the packet processing rate of Router1 and Router2 are 6x103 packets/sec and 105 packets/sec respectively; the background FTP application across Router1 (Client1 –Server1 ) uploads and downloads files with an exponentially distributed file size of mean 5x105 bytes with inter-request time exponentially distributed with mean of 33 ms for a duration of 4 s; the FTP application across Router2



(Client2 – Server2 ) downloads files with an exponentially distributed file size of mean 2.5x103 bytes with inter-request time exponentially distributed with mean 3.4 ms for a duration of 4 s. For the two congested routers case, the simulation settings are as follows: the packet processing rate of both routers was 6x103 packets/sec; the background FTP application across Router1 and Router2 uploads and downloads files with an exponentially distributed file size of mean 3.5x105 bytes with inter-request time exponentially distributed with mean 33 ms for a duration of 4 s. We evaluate the performance of both video and TCP flows in this system. For video flows, the percentage of freeze time is chosen to be the performance metric to be consistent with the behavior of contemporary video telephony systems, while throughput is chosen for TCP flows. We also take into account the timeliness of packet delivery at the video receivers. We use a constant play-out delay model which mandates that a video frame-k be available at the receiver for display at time (tk + h), where tk represents the time at which the last packet of frame-k was transmitted at the video sender, and h represents the play-out delay. All packets of frame-k need to arrive at the receiver before time (tk + h) to avoid a frame freeze. If a packet belonging to frame-k arrives after (tk + h), and before time (tk + h + d2 ) (where d is the inverse of the video frame rate), we assume that that this event would cause a one-frame freeze. This is because this packet will not be useful for displaying frame-k, nonetheless, will still be useful for decoding future frames (provided packets of future frames arrive on time), and hence, this packet is not considered lost. However, if a packet belonging to frame-k, arrives after time (tk +h+ d2 ), this packet is considered lost. In our simulations, the play-out delay, h, was set to 267 ms. Table 1: Performance for a single congested router Packet Loss Rate (%) Scheme
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Table-1 and Table-2 show the performance of different queue management schemes when video senders transmit the ‘Racehorse’ video sequence in the presence of the background TCP traffic for the single and double congested router cases respectively. As can be seen, LC-Codel provides enhanced QoE to video flows in providing shorter percentage of freeze durations, with negligible impact on the TCP flows. Packet losses occur in the Droptail scheme only due to delay bound violation and never happens at the router, which is the the typical ‘bufferbloat’ scenario observed in the Internet today [3]. Under high network loading, Droptail fails to deliver a significant fraction of packets within the time



Table 2: Performance for two congested routers Packet Loss Rate (%) Freeze Scheme
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bound. On the other hand, Codel and LC-Codel experience packet losses at the routers so as to maintain low queueing delay, and hence are able to deliver packets in a timely manner. The gains in LC-Codel as compared to Codel are due to the phenomenon of the former being able to concentrate packet losses, while the latter drops packets randomly to all flows, incurring more freeze occurances. Though the packet loss rate for Droptail is much higher than Codel, the freeze duration for Droptail is not as bad as one would expect as compared to Codel. This is due to the fact that Droptail drops packets in a bursty manner which reduces the freeze duration. However, the difference between Droptail and LC-Codel is that while Droptail does bursty packet drops in the high delay regime, LC-Codel concentrates packet losses in the low delay regime, which is primarily the regime of interest for video telephony applications. 6. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS The applicability of LC-Codel in the case of encryption was briefly discussed in Section 3.2. Given that the proposed method concentrates losses to a subset of users albeit in a fair manner, a natural concern is the impact that it would have on end-to-end congestion control in a practical system. This is because users whose packets are dropped would keep reducing their sending rates, while the other users (whose packets are not dropped) would not reduce their sending rates, resulting in inappropriate congestion control. This is easily addressed by ECN (explicit congestion notification) marking the packets of all users while only dropping packets of a subset of users during periods of congestion. Receivers that observe the ECN marked bits can send an ECN feedback packet [6] as an early feedback [7] so that the senders could react in a timely manner to alleviate network congestion. 7. CONCLUSION The principle of loss concentration was introduced and a method of applying it to video telephony was outlined. Building on the notion of loss concentration, an algorithm called ‘LC-Codel’ was formulated along similar lines to Codel which realizes loss concentration in addition to maintaining low queuing delay. The similarities and differences between LC-Codel and Codel were described. Simulations were performed to assess the performance benefits of the proposed



LC-Codel algorithm and compared with the conventional Droptail and the baseline Codel schemes. It is observed that LC-Codel provides enhanced QoE for real time video communications. 8. APPENDIX We clarify the algorithm proposed in Section 3.2 and Section 4 by considering an example. Assume that there are five video flows numbered {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} that passes through Router1 , Router2 as shown in Fig. 5 where each flow corresponds to a distinct IP 5-tuple. For now, we focus on Router1 and consider the situation where the current deficit count is 4 (obtained from de-queuing operation in Fig. 2), and none of the video flows are de-prioritized. Here is how the LC-Codel algorithm would proceed. Refer to Fig.3 and Fig.4. We start with the initialization 1 in Fig.3) with dp duration=x=100 ms. (⃝ (i) Assume that Router1 encounters a packet from video flow2 at time, t1 . As the deficit is non-zero, and none of the flows have been de-prioritized, we de-prioritize flow-2 and 2 ⃝, 4 ⃝ 5 in Fig.3). Also we drop this set dpt = t1 + 100 ms (⃝, 6 ⃝, 8 ⃝ 10 in Fig.3). packet and decrease the deficit by one (⃝, Hence the state of Router1 is now: De-prioritized flows:{2}, deficit: 3, dpt: (t1 + 100) ms. (ii) At time t2 < dpt, assume that Router1 encounters a packet from video flow-1. As flow {1} ∈ / De-prioritized flows, and deficit is non-zero, the router does not drop this 2 ⃝, 4 video packet in order to enforce loss concentration (⃝, 6 ⃝, 8 ⃝ 9 in Fig.3). Router1 state now is: De-prioritized ⃝, flows:{2}, deficit: 3, dpt: (t1 + 100) ms. (iii) At time t3 (where t2 < t3 < dpt), Router1 encounters a video packet from flow-2. As flow-2 is de-prioritized and deficit is non-zero, the router drops this packet so as to con2 ⃝, 4 ⃝, 6 ⃝, 8 centrate losses only to the de-prioritized flows (⃝, 10 in Fig.3). Router1 state now is: De-prioritized flows:{2}, ⃝ deficit: 2, dpt: (t1 + 100) ms. (iv) At time t4 (where t4 > dpt = t1 + 100), Router1 encounters a packet from video flow-4. As the deficit count is non-zero, and the current time t4 is greater than dpt, the router drops this packet (though this packet does not belong 2 ⃝, 4 ⃝, 6 to a de-prioritized flow) and de-prioritizes flow-4 (⃝, 7 ⃝ 11 in Fig.3). That is, the router de-prioritizes an additional ⃝, video flow (flow-4 in this case) as the de-prioritization timer has elapsed, so as to nullify the deficit faster. Router1 state now is: De-prioritized flows: {2, 4}, deficit: 1, dpt: (t1 + 100 + (0.9 ∗ 100) = t1 + 190) ms. Note the new value of dpt is incremented by only 0.9 of dp duration (unlike dp duration in (i) above). (v) At time t5 (where t4 < t5 < dpt = t1 + 190), Router1 encounters a video packet from flow-2 belonging to an intraframe. Though the deficit count is non-zero and the packet belongs to a de-prioritized video flow, the router does not drop this packet as it belongs to an intra-frame, but instead nondeprioritizes flow-2 as discussed in Section 3.2. Router1 state



becomes: De-prioritized flows:{4}, deficit: 1, dpt: (t1 + 190) ms. (vi) At time t6 (where t5 < t6 < dpt = t1 + 190), Router1 encounters a packet from video flow-4. As flow-4 2 ⃝, 4 ⃝, 6 ⃝, 8 ⃝ 10 in is de-prioritized, it drops this packet (⃝, Fig.3) and Router1 state becomes: De-prioritized flows:{4}, deficit: 0, dpt: (t1 + 190) ms. (vii) At time t7 (where t6 < t7 < dpt = t1 + 190), Router1 encounters a packet from video flow-4. As the deficit count has been nullified, the router does not drop this packet, 3 ⃝, 5 ⃝ 6 in but instead sets the ‘deprioritized marker bit’ (⃝, Fig.4) and transmits it, so that it could be useful for the downstream router, Router2 . We now focus on Router2 . It should be noted that each router has its own state information. Note that Router2 needs to keep track of the de-prioritization information that it receives from upstream router, Router1 . For simplicity, assume there are no de-prioritized video flows currently for Router2 , and that the deficit count for Router2 is 2. (viii) At time t > t7 , when Router2 receives a packet belonging to flow-4 from Router1 with ‘deprioritized marker bit’ set (refer to (vii) above), Router2 does the following: updates its de-prioritized flow information and drops this packet 1 ⃝, 2 ⃝, 3 ⃝ 4 in Fig.4). as the deficit for Router2 is non-zero (⃝, Router2 state now is: De-prioritized flows:{4}, deficit: 1. Updating the de-prioritization timer (dpt) and the rest of the algorithm for Router2 is very similar to Router1 discussed above. 9. REFERENCES [1] C Perkins, M Westerlund, and J Ott, “Web real-time communication (Webrtc): Media transport and use of RTP,” draft-ietf-rtcweb-rtp-usage-05, 2012. [2] Kathleen Nichols and Van Jacobson, “Controlling queue delay,” Communications of the ACM, vol. 55, no. 7, pp. 42–50, 2012. [3] Jim Gettys and Kathleen Nichols, “Bufferbloat: Dark buffers in the internet,” Queue, vol. 9, no. 11, pp. 40, 2011. [4] J Babiarz, K Chan, and F Baker, “RFC 4594: Configuration Guidelines for Diffserv Service Classes,” http: //tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4594, 2006. [5] Mark Baugher, D McGrew, M Naslund, E Carrara, and Karl Norrman, “The secure real-time transport protocol (SRTP),” RFC 3711, March, 2004. [6] Magnus Westerlund, Colin Perkins, Ken Carlberg, and Ingemar Johansson, “Explicit congestion notification (ECN) for RTP over UDP,” RFC 6679, August, 2012. [7] Joerg Ott, Stephan Wenger, Noriyuki Sato, Carsten Burmeister, and Jose Rey, “Extended RTP profile for real-time transport control protocol (RTCP)-based feedback (RTP/AVPF),” RFC 4585, July, 2006.
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ABSTRACT. This paper presents an Active Queue Management (AQM) al- gorithm for improving the Quality of Experience (QoE) of video telephony over packet switched networks. The algo- rithm exploits the characteristics of the video coding struc- ture, and builds on the Controlled Delay (Codel) active queue. 
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